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Opwis).In interface development, it is crucial to reﬂect the users’ expectations and mental models. By meeting
users’ expectations, errors can be prevented and the efﬁciency of the interaction can be enhanced. Apply-
ing these guidelines to website development reveals the need to know where users expect to ﬁnd the
most common web objects like the search ﬁeld, home button or the navigation. In a preliminary online
study with 136 participants, the most common web objects were identiﬁed for three web page types:
online shops, news portals, and company web pages. These objects were used for the main study, which
was conducted with 516 participants. In an online application, prototypical websites had to be con-
structed by the participants. Data analysis showed that Internet users have distinct mental models for
different web page types (online shop, news portal, and company web page). Users generally agree about
the locations of many, but not all, web objects. These mental models are robust to demographic factors
like gender and web expertise. This knowledge could be used to improve the perception and usability of
websites.
 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.1. Introduction predictions and simulate real-world behavior. Minsky (1975)Buildings exist in innumerable variations. Before you read on,
imagine a typical house. Now, imagine a typical online shop. What
does each of them look like?
Your imaginary house may be on one ﬂoor or consist of several
stories. A garage may be found beside, in front of or underneath it.
The windows may have folding or roll-up shutters. It may have a
gable or a ﬂat roof. No matter what kind of building one imagines
when thinking of a house, some features are consistent in most
peoples’ minds: a house consists of walls, a roof, windows, and a
door. The imagined online shop will certainly have a logo, probably
placed at the top of the page. A shopping cart is presumably also
located somewhere distinctive. There are certain objects that you
expect to ﬁnd at an online shop. This is true because people tend
to form internal mental models of things with which they interact
(Norman, 1983; Rouse and Morris, 1986). The idea that people try
to match new input with previously known and formed patterns
was discussed in the ﬁrst third of the 20th century by Bartlett
(1932). He coined the term schemata for these representations of
semantic knowledge. Around thirty years later, Craik (1967) re-
garded mental representations as mimics of the physical world.
People operate on mental representations, he assumed, to producell rights reserved.
h), peter.schmutz@unibas.ch
a), klaus.opwis@unibas.ch (K.suggested the concept of frames for knowledge representation.
He adopted ideas from schemata theory and linguistics, new devel-
opments from semantic networks, and ﬁrst approaches of ‘‘object-
oriented programming”. He built application models of these
frames for object recognition or orientation in the environment
(Minsky, 1975). A little later, during the 1980s, the term mental
model was introduced to describe knowledge representation in
the ﬁeld of cognitive psychology (Gentner and Stevens, 1983; John-
son-Laird, 1983; May, 1996). The following statement of Johnson-
Laird (1983) gives an accurate overview of what can be repre-
sented and facilitated by using mental models:
It is now plausible to suppose that mental models play a central
and unifying role in representing objects, states of affairs,
sequences of events, the way the world is, and the social and
psychological actions of daily life. They enable individuals to
make inferences and predictions, to understand phenomena,
to experience events by proxy; they allow language to be used
to create representations comparable to those deriving from
direct acquaintance with the world; and they relate words to
the world by way of conception and perception (p. 397).
Designing web pages according to users’ mental models speeds
up orientation and enhances memorability of web object locations
(Oulasvirta, 2004) and even inﬂuence user interactions on the web-
site (Bargas-Avila et al., 2007). Users’ age, web design ability, and
gender inﬂuence Internet usage and perception thereof (Chevalier
and Kicka, 2006; Fox, 2004; Madden, 2006; Hargittai and Shafer,
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tive user groups’ mental models of web pages. Being aware of these
mental models is beneﬁcial for web page design.2. Theoretical background
2.1. Mental models of web pages and their beneﬁt
The theoretical constructs ‘‘mental model”, ‘‘conceptual model”,
‘‘mental representation”, ‘‘frames”, and ‘‘schemata” are also dis-
cussed widely in the ﬁeld of human-computer interaction (HCI)
as they are especially interesting because of their practical implica-
tions (Ben-Ari and Yeshno, 2006; Farris et al., 2002; Green, 1994;
Hsu, 2006; Otter and Johnson, 2000; Payne, 2007). The users’ men-
tal models on how a device works may inﬂuence their interaction
with it and therefore it is important to be aware of these models in
order to improve design (Rouse and Morris, 1986). Regarding men-
tal models, Norman (1983) postulates that a number of elements
have to be considered: the target system, the conceptual model
of the target system, and the user’s mental model of the target sys-
tem. The system being learned or used is the target system. The
user’s mental model develops naturally while using a system
whereas the conceptual model serves as a tool for understanding
and teaching a system and is invented, e.g., by teachers, designers,
scientists, and engineers (Norman, 1983). Users’ mental models
usually are neither accurate nor robust, because they are built
through interactions with the target system, experiences with sim-
ilar systems, and are inﬂuenced by users’ background and exper-
tise. Hence, Norman (1983) states that at best the conceptual
model is as similar as possible to the user’s mental model because
it facilitates comprehension and improves usability of the respec-
tive systems. The notion of mental models has therefore gained
ground in several guidelines for interface and website design
(e.g., Apple Inc., 2007; IBM, 2008; International Standards Organi-
sation, 1998; Koyani, 2006; Mayhew, 1992; Sears and Jacko, 2007;
Shneiderman and Plaisant, 2005; Tognazzini, 1992). These design
guidelines all mention the need to reﬂect users’ mental models,
i.e. to take into account users’ expectations. By anticipating users’
habits, errors can be prevented and the efﬁciency of the interaction
can be enhanced.
As noted above, mental models evolve naturally by interacting
through experience with, and knowledge of a system or interface.
Hence, it can be assumed that in the course of time users of the
Internet have developed certain expectations, i.e. mental models,
of individual web objects or even whole web pages. For example,
the login area is expected to consist of two labeled boxes of equal
size in close proximity to each other (Spool, 2008). Users expect
that the ﬁrst box is for the login name and the second is for the
password. If this expectation is not met, users may have trouble
ﬁnding the login ﬁelds and using the login correctly (Spool,
2008). Meeting users’ expectations is crucial not only for direct
interaction with web pages but also for remembering them. Posi-
tioning navigational regions at expected locations and using spe-
ciﬁc web objects consistently is very important for enhancing
memorability of web pages (Oulasvirta, 2004). Not only the layout
and naming of individual web objects, but also their particular
locations on a web page seem to have created certain expectations.
Several studies show that people expect to ﬁnd web objects such as
search, home button, navigation at speciﬁc locations (Bernard,
2001; Oulasvirta et al., 2005). Bernard (2001) let his participants
place cards symbolising common web objects on a paper grid rep-
resenting a typical web page. Results showed a clear pattern indi-
cating that there seems to be a common mental model of typical
web pages. In a second study, Bernard (2002) investigated user
expectations on the location of web objects on e-commerce webpages. Again, general agreement among the participants on loca-
tions emerged. A few years later, Shaik and Lenz (2006) examined
whether these expectations had shifted since Bernard’s studies and
found changes in the expected location of the search ﬁeld, naviga-
tion area, and advertisements. However, Shaik and Lenz (2006)
asked for expectations of common web objects located on ‘‘basic
informational websites”. This task was more speciﬁc than Ber-
nard’s, who used the general term ‘‘typical web page within a web-
site”. Nevertheless, Shaik and Lenz (2006) suggest that these
expectation shifts occurred as technology changed the appearance
of the Internet.
Design factors, such as complexity, play a crucial role for inter-
actions in the World Wide Web (see e.g., Tuch et al., 2009). Know-
ing where users expect web objects to be located may be a step
towards understanding these factors. Administering this knowl-
edge and exploring if by applying and/or violating mental models
website usability and user satisfaction increase or decrease are
the next important steps. The studies of Oulasvirta et al. (2005)
and Santa-Maria and Dyson (2008) took this step by actually exam-
ining the effect of adapting to or violating visual conventions. In
Oulasvirta et al.’s (2005) experiments, the link panels were located
either only on the left, only on the right, or split between both sides
of the web page. Participants were asked to look for a speciﬁc link
ﬁxated ﬁrst on the left-hand side of the web page even if the links
were divided on both sides. First saccades were more often direc-
ted to the left-hand side and when the link panel was placed on
the left, ﬁxations were signiﬁcantly shorter compared to the di-
vided placement. Additionally, the control group indicated that
they would guess the target link to be located on the left-hand side.
Besides the increased speed of ﬁnding the target, Oulasvirta et al.
(2005) also found that people were able to remember speciﬁc
web objects better if they were placed according to their mental
models of web pages. Santa-Maria and Dyson (2008) compared
conventional and convention-violating web forums and showed
that participants browsing the convention-violated forum per-
formed more page revisits and used the back bottom more often
than the users of the conventional web forum. After solving ﬁve
to six tasks, the performance between conditions leveled out. Par-
ticipants appeared to learn to orient themselves quite quickly on
this uncommonly designed web forum (Santa-Maria and Dyson,
2008). However, the violation of the visual conventions seem to
have – at least for the ﬁrst few visits – a negative inﬂuence on ori-
entation and performance.
2.2. Different user groups
Varying expectations and mental models can on the one hand
be explained by factors like advancement of the Internet. On the
other hand, internal factors of users may also inﬂuence the devel-
opment of mental models and expectations. Experience or even
expertise in web page design can alter the view of the web. Design-
ers differ in many ways from common web users. Chevalier and
Kicka (2006) examined the search strategies of novices, experi-
enced web users, and professional web designers. They concluded
that professional web designers had difﬁculties detaching them-
selves from their own perspective because of the automated proce-
dures that they had acquired through extensive experience.
However, very similar search strategies were found between expe-
rienced web users and web designers (Chevalier and Kicka, 2006).
These ﬁndings illustrate that possibly mental models of web pages
differ between normal web users and web designers. Considering
this, it is also feasible to assume that besides web design expertise
other individual characteristics, like for example age or gender,
inﬂuence the emergence of mental models. Younger people are
more often online than older generations (Fox, 2004; Madden,
2006). Not only the frequency of web use but also web activities
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net more for entertainment and to acquire information about rec-
reation activities (Howard et al., 2001). In contrast, Internet users
aged from 29 to 59 years browse the web for more serious reasons
such as job research and visiting government websites (Fox and
Madden, 2005). Differences between women and men in computer
and Internet use are widely discussed. Some studies have reported
that females are still underrepresented in computer and Internet
use (Cooper, 2006; Cooper and Weaver, 2003; Pinkard, 2005). Oth-
ers, however, state that the gender gap has now closed (Wilson
et al., 2003). A recent study by Hargittai and Shafer (2006) found
that the actual online abilities do not differ between the sexes
but the perception of them does. Women estimate their skills sig-
niﬁcantly lower than men (Hargittai and Shafer, 2006). No studies
are known to the authors that have explored whether mental mod-
els of web pages differ between certain user groups.
2.3. Summary and aim of the study
Including users’ expectations and mental models in the design
process of web pages and applications is a common procedure in
user centered design. Mental models of the locations of web page
objects seem to have evolved in the heads of Internet users. Apply-
ing mental models in web page design helps users orient them-
selves, at least during the ﬁrst few visits. Internet browsing
behavior varies between different user groups (e.g., web expertise
levels, age groups, and sexes) and may inﬂuence expectations of
web pages.
The present study aims to expand the existing research in sev-
eral new areas: (1) Instead of asking for a typical web page, we
asked about expectations for three speciﬁc web page types: online
shop, a news portal, and a company web page. (2) In Bernard’s
(2001b) study, web objects had to be placed separately and unre-
lated to each other. In contrast, our participants were asked to ac-
tively construct a web page as a whole. They could position the
provided web objects interactively per drag-and-drop at their ex-
pected locations. (3) Additionally, the size of the web objects to
be placed could be adjusted directly by the participants to increase
their freedom in expressing their mental models. (4) The present
study was conducted as an online survey and as such took place
in the users’ natural environment. (5) Finally, demographic data,
experience in computer and web usage and web design expertise
were assessed to build user groups in order to examine whether
mental models differ between subsamples.Table 1
Web objects on online shop, news portal, and company web page.
Web object Online
shop (%)
News
portal (%)
Company
web page (%)
About usa 70.9 57.3 97.4
Conditions of usea 97.4 27.4 53.0
Archivea 5.1 96.6 36.8
Shopping cart 98.3 15.4 11.1
Privacy noticea 88.9 42.7 50.4
FAQa 92.3 47.0 71.8
Helpa 96.6 66.7 60.7
Back to homepagea 95.7 98.3 98.3
Contacta 92.3 91.5 99.1
External links 29.9 83.8 61.5
Logo 91.5 93.2 98.3
Main area 93.2 96.6 98.3
Navigation area 96.6 98.3 95.7
Newsletter (link) 67.5 66.7 44.4
Search ﬁeld 94.0 98.3 70.1
Sign in/login ﬁeld 90.6 54.7 20.5
To the top (link) 51.3 69.2 41.0
Advertisement area 50.4 53.0 18.8
Note. Bold numbers, web object was selected for the main study.
a Values represent link % of people who expected this object on the respective
web page type.3. Method
The goal of this study was to explore the expected location of
the most important web objects depending on the web page type
(i.e. an online shop or a news portal) and examine whether diverse
user groups have similar or different mental models. We con-
ducted a preliminary study to explore and deﬁne the most impor-
tant web objects and web page types; this is reported in the next
section.
3.1. Preliminary study to identify the most relevant web page types
and web objects
In a ﬁrst step the most relevant web page types had to be iden-
tiﬁed. For this purpose, the 100 most visited web pages of the USA,
Switzerland, Germany, and Austria were screened and categorized
by the authors (Alexa, 2008). The following categories were ex-
tracted: company pages (about 35%), social networking sites (e.g.,
Facebook, Myspace, etc. about 30%), online newspapers and news
portals (about 10%, for simplicity from now on called news por-tals), online shops (about 5%), search engines (about 5%), and var-
ious types (about 15%). Most social network sites are relatively
new and targeted to adolescent users. The screening of these sites
showed that their appearance varies strongly, suggesting that the
formation of clear standards and expectations may not yet have oc-
curred. Therefore it was decided that this category – even though it
was the second largest according to the web page screening –
would not be included in the study. Hence, (1) Online Shops, (2)
News Portals, and (3) Company Web Pages were selected for fur-
ther examination.
To identify the most relevant web page objects for the speciﬁc
web page types, the following procedure was used: the start pages
were screened and all objects were listed. Only objects on the ﬁrst
layer, the start page, were collected. In a second step, these objects
were used in an online survey to ask 136 participants which of the
collected web objects they expected to appear on the correspond-
ing web page types. Subsequently, web objects that were chosen
by more than 40% of the participants were included in the study
(see Table 1).
The results show that users’ expectations about web objects are
quite congruent to the website’s purpose. Accordingly, in online
shops users do not expect an archive or external links. Similarly,
users do not think that news portals contain information about
the conditions of use or a shopping cart. Finally company web pages
do not provide an archive, a shopping cart or an advertisement area.
This led to a ﬁnal list of 17 typical web objects for online shops and
news portals, and 15 objects for company web pages.
3.2. Design of the main study
The study was conducted using an explorative design. Drawings
and sketches have shown to be promising tools to assess people’s
conceptualizations or mental models (Denham, 1993; Kerr, 1990;
Thatcher and Greyling, 1998). At the core of the online study was
an application where users were able to construct their prototypi-
cal website with just a few clicks. They were provided with the cor-
responding web page objects identiﬁed in the preliminary study.
These web objects were to be distributed and resized in a browser
frame (see Fig. 1). In randomized order, the participants had to
construct three different kinds of web pages: a typical online shop,
news portal, and company web page. The core application was pro-
grammed using client-side Javascript technology. All web object
Fig. 1. Screenshots of the online study.
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2007). Tooltips with detailed information about the respective web
object were generated using tooltip.js (Weiss, 2006). Web object
positions and sizes were calculated with client-side Javascript
technology and transmitted to the database as soon as the partic-
ipant pressed the ‘‘next” button.
3.2.1. Recruiting and participants
The link to the study was posted on a university website, sev-
eral other university web pages, and a variety of bulletin boards.
In addition, the Psychology Departments’s recruitment database
was used to spread the link.
A total of 516 participants (334 women, 179 men, 3 did not
indicate their gender) completed the online survey. Of these
78.3% conducted the study in German, and 21.7% in English. The
mean age was 28.2 years (SD = 9.1), ranging from 13 to 67 years.
In all, 1384 people started the survey. Two hundred and ninety-
nine aborted the study after the language selection. Another 499
quit after the demographic questionnaire. Thirteen participants
dropped out during the ﬁnal questions. Fifteen lurkers were iden-
tiﬁed (they clicked through the whole study without ﬁlling in any
information). Ten people completed the study but did not provide
the required information. Due to technical problems (the server
was down for several minutes), 32 participants were not able to
ﬁnish the study. No direct payment was offered to the participants;
instead, three mp3 players were rafﬂed as an incentive.
3.2.2. Procedure
The survey consisted of three parts: (1) the instructions, includ-
ing a demographic questionnaire and short exercise for learning
the handling of the application, (2) the core application of the
study, where people could construct their websites, and (3) theﬁnal questions section (see Fig. 2). On the ﬁrst page, participants
chose their language (German or English). The welcome page fol-
lowed, including information about the study. Next, demographic
questions (e.g., age, gender) were asked. On the following page par-
ticipants had the chance to practice handling the application: they
were provided with a schematic overview of a room and were
asked to place different bedroom items into it. Accordingly, they
had the chance to use the drag and drop placement and resizing
functions. Then the main part of the study followed. The partici-
pants had to create three typical web pages; an online shop, com-
pany web page, and news portal. The instructions were: ‘‘Build a
typical online shop/company web page/news portal web page
according to your expectations”. The order of the aforementioned
types of web pages was randomized to control for sequence effects.
Subsequently, participants answered the ﬁnal questions, assessing
computer and Internet knowledge. Afterwards, they had the
chance to leave their email address and could indicate if they were
interested in participating in the rafﬂe, receiving information about
the study results, and/or being contacted to participate in a possi-
ble follow-up study. Additionally, a feedback form was provided.3.3. Core application: placing of web objects
Instructions to the task and an explanation of the application’s
handling were placed at the top of the screen illustrated with pic-
tures to increase understanding. On the left-hand side, a screen-
shot of a browser window was displayed. The labeled web
objects were arranged in a row from top to bottom on the right-
hand side of the screen. They were all sized the same
(150  18 pixel). Using the ‘‘drag and drop” technique, participants
were able to place the web objects in the main area (see Fig. 1). The
instructions also stated that participants could decide which web
Fig. 2. Schematic illustration of the experimental procedure.
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web objects could be shifted around as often as desired. People
were asked to resize the web objects according to their expecta-
tions. By pressing ‘‘shift” and pulling the right bottom corner, every
web object could be enlarged or made smaller, again as often as
necessary. When they were satisﬁed with their web page, partici-
pants could continue and data about position, size, and time were
sent to the database server.3.4. Data reduction
Pixel based raw data were reduced into a 12  8 grid. If at least
50% of the web object covered a cell, it was counted as a ‘‘hit”. The
higher the number of hits, the darker the color of the cells (see Figs.
3–5). The percentages are calculated from the number of placed
objects (see Table 3), e.g., 30–34% means between 30% and 34%
of the people who placed the object chose this location. Cells were
not marked if covered by less than 5% of the participants. The
respective values and coloring of cells were chosen to facilitate a
direct comparison to the results of Bernard’s studies (Bernard,
2001, 2002).3.5. User groups
Subsamples for gender, and web design expertise were built
from the total sample. It was not feasible to create a subsample
for web experience because the rating of Internet knowledge and
frequency of the total sample was very homogeneous (see Table
2). Similarly, building subsamples of different age groups was
impracticable as only a minority of participants were older than
40 years (n = 57, 11% of the total sample). The gender subsamples
consisted of 334 women and 179 men (3 participants did not indi-
cate their gender and were excluded for all analyses of the gender
subsamples). For the subsample web design expertise, only the two
marginal groups were taken into account. Participants indicating of
having no experience in web design were assigned as being ‘‘lay-
people” whereas participants rating themselves experts in web
design were designated as ‘‘experts”.4. Results
The data were analyzed using SPSS 17. An alpha level of .05 was
used for all statistical tests. Non-parametric tests were used for all
statistical analyses because normal distribution of the data and
homogeneity of variances were not fulﬁlled. Differing sample sizes
within the statistical values are due to individual missing data
points.
The mental models of every web object location was compared
between the samples of the user groups. To this end, the relative
frequencies of all 98 cells (12  8 grid) for each web object and
web page type were correlated (Spearman’s rs) resulting in 49 cor-
relations per comparison. Considering the large number of cells
(observations), it can be expected that most correlations turn out
to be statistically signiﬁcant. In this case, it is reasonable to use
the effect sizes to interpret the results. According to Cohen
(1988), correlation coefﬁcients can be transformed directly to ef-
fect sizes: small effect size, r > 0.1; medium, r > 0.3; large, r > 0.5.
4.1. Overall results
Due to the strong similarities between all subsamples, de-
scribed in more detail below (see 4.2), the overall analysis is per-
formed across the total sample.
4.1.1. Computer/Internet knowledge and usage
Participants rated their ability to handle a computer, the Internet,
and online shopping fairly high. They use computers and the Inter-
net almost daily for business as well as private reasons. On average
they read news online and visit company websites between one
and three times a week. Most participants do online shopping rang-
ing from at least several times a year to three times a month. An
descriptive overview of the results is provided in Table 2.
4.1.2. Expected location of web objects: overall analysis
An overview of the number of placements in percent and sizes
in pixel of each web object for the three web page types can be
found in Table 3. Each object was placed by at least 47% of the par-
ticipants. In the online shop category, the ‘‘external links”, ‘‘to the
top” link, and ‘‘newsletter” link were placed by fewer than 60% of
participants. The web objects ‘‘main area”, ‘‘search ﬁeld”, ‘‘sign
in/login ﬁeld”, ‘‘logo”, and ‘‘shopping cart” were chosen by almost
all participants (at least 89%). A very similar pattern was observed
in the news portal category: ‘‘external links” and ‘‘to the top” link
were placed between 57 and 59% of participants. Again, the web
objects ‘‘main area”, ‘‘search ﬁeld”, ‘‘sign in/login ﬁeld” and ‘‘logo”
were placed by at least 86%. In the company page category, slight
variations emerged: the ‘‘to the top” link and the ‘‘archive” link
Fig. 3. Percentage of placed web objects on online shop web pages.
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Fig. 4. Percentage of placed web objects on news portal web pages.
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Fig. 5. Percentage of placed web objects on company web pages.
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Table 2
Self-rated abilities and frequency of usage.
Total sample Women Men Web design experts Web design laypeople
n = 516 n = 334c n = 179c n = 28 n = 169
M SD M SD M SD M SD M SD
Rate your abilitya
In using computers 4.50 1.07 4.24 1.03 4.97 0.97 5.93 0.26 3.79 1.00
In using the Internet 4.73 0.96 4.54 0.96 5.08 0.85 5.89 0.32 4.17 0.93
Of online shopping 4.11 1.35 3.95 1.40 4.41 1.22 5.50 0.64 3.46 1.34
Of designing websites 2.53 1.54 2.10 1.28 3.34 1.64 6.00 0.00 1.00 0.00
Frequency of usageb
Internet usage for private reasons 5.66 0.71 5.62 0.75 5.76 0.62 5.81 0.48 5.59 0.83
Internet usage for business reasons 4.88 1.34 4.81 1.33 5.01 1.36 5.26 1.23 4.73 1.40
Computer usage for private reasons 5.71 0.66 5.66 0.71 5.81 0.55 5.87 0.45 5.69 0.69
Computer usage for business reasons 5.13 1.29 5.04 1.31 5.28 1.25 5.54 1.14 5.01 1.41
Reading online news 4.02 1.74 3.75 1.77 4.52 1.58 4.26 1.53 3.65 1.76
Online shopping 2.98 1.14 2.89 1.14 3.15 1.12 3.33 0.96 2.56 1.13
Visiting company web pages 4.02 1.31 3.80 1.32 4.44 1.17 4.81 1.08 3.56 1.28
Note. 3, 1–4 days a month; 4, 1–3 days a week; 5, 4–6 days a week; 6, daily.
a 1, no knowledge/experience to 6, expert.
b 1, never; 2, several times a year.
c Three participants did not indicate their gender.
Table 3
Web object properties for all three web page types: number of placements and size.
Online shop News portal Company web page
Web object Placementsa (%) Mean widthb Mean heightb Placementsa (%) Mean widthb Mean heightb Placementsa (%) Mean widthb Mean heightb
About usc 75 140 21 71 142 20 91 144 23
Advertisement area 65 183 82 66 192 87 – – –
Archivec – – – 82 144 22 59 145 20
Back to homepagec 81 149 24 83 146 23 88 149 24
Conditions of usec 83 139 19 63 142 19 75 142 20
Contactc 88 141 20 82 143 19 93 143 23
External links 47 148 49 60 147 46 62 148 45
FAQc 79 140 19 62 140 19 74 142 20
Helpc 80 138 20 72 139 19 71 138 20
Logo/name 93 293 47 93 290 46 96 336 55
Main area 90 392 235 90 393 249 91 398 230
Navigation area 74 216 93 75 230 91 74 218 95
Newsletterc 56 141 21 66 145 20 70 144 21
Privacy noticec 76 142 20 61 143 20 64 145 20
Search ﬁeld 91 168 24 92 156 24 86 149 22
Shopping cart 94 146 41 – – – – – –
Sign in/login ﬁeld 94 149 25 86 147 23 – – –
To the topc 54 146 21 57 148 21 55 148 21
a Percent of all participants: N = 516.
b In pixel.
c link.
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the ‘‘main area” and ‘‘logo”, the ‘‘about us” and ‘‘contact” links were
placed by over 90% of participants. The sizes of the web objects
were similar across the three web page types. The ‘‘main area” is
the largest object in both width and height. Its location is always
expected to be at the center of the page. The logo is expected as
an elongated rectangle extending across almost the whole width
of the page, in all web page categories. All links are expected to
be of similar width and height, irrespective of web page category.
Most web objects were arranged at very similar locations across
website categories (see Figs. 3–5). More precisely, the ‘‘search
ﬁeld” was consistently placed in the upper right corner. In the on-
line shop category, this area was also used for the ‘‘shopping cart”;
here, it can be observed that the ‘‘search ﬁeld” was placed more
diffusely, centered across the upper half of the page. In the online
shop and news portal categories, there is a marked expectation
that the ‘‘sign in/login” ﬁeld will be positioned in the top-right cor-
ner of the web page. In these categories, the ‘‘back to homepage”
link was placed in the top-left corner at about the same locationas the ‘‘logo”, which stretched further across the top width. The
‘‘navigation area” was most distinctly placed across the left-hand
side of the web page; however, more diffusely but still quite appar-
ent, it extends also across the top half of the web page. In the on-
line shops and news portal categories, the ‘‘advertisement area”
was mostly expected on the right-hand side and across the top
width of the web page. The ‘‘conditions of use”, ‘‘privacy notice”,
and ‘‘to the top” links were placed across the bottom width of
the web pages. The links ‘‘about us”, ‘‘contact”, ‘‘FAQ”, and ‘‘help”
share roughly the same area of the web page; that is to say, part
of the left-hand side, bottom width and top-right corner. Similar
expected locations were apparent for the ‘‘external links”, ‘‘news-
letter”, and ‘‘archive” links (where applicable), namely across the
left- and right-hand sides of the web page.
However, not only the locations of the different web objects
matched across web page categories, but also the grade of congru-
ency or diffusivity, respectively, were similar for almost all web ob-
jects. Especially consistently placed across all types were the ‘‘back
to homepage” link, ‘‘logo”, ‘‘main area”, and ‘‘navigation area”. The
S.P. Roth et al. / Interacting with Computers 22 (2010) 140–152 149‘‘login/sign in” in the news portal and online shop categories, the
‘‘shopping cart” in the online shop and the ‘‘search ﬁeld” in the
company categories were all placed with similar congruency. The
remaining general web objects were placed rather diffusely but
still with similar patterns across website categories.Fig. 8. Consolidated model for company web pages.4.1.3. Consolidated model for the three website types
To help website developers in the placement of web objects, a
consolidated model for each web page type should be created.
Most locations and sizes of web objects described in Section
4.1.2 are not overlapping and can be easily put together. There
are some cases, where a mix-up can be seen. This is especially
the case for the ‘‘login/sign in” and the ‘‘search ﬁeld” (news portal)
and the ‘‘login/sign in”, ‘‘search ﬁeld” and ‘‘shopping cart” for the
online shop. In these cases the authors decided to choose the most
obvious compromise. Figs. 6–8 show an approximation of consoli-
dated mental models for all website types. Many of the web objects
(‘‘logo”, ‘‘back to homepage”, ‘‘help”, ‘‘conditions of use”, ‘‘privacy
notice”, ‘‘advertisement”, and ‘‘to the top”) in these consolidated
models are placed at the same locations across the three web page
types. The most salient difference is the search ﬁeld, which for on-
line shops is placed in the upper part of the web page above the
main area almost across the whole width, whereas it can be found
in the upper right corner for news portals and company web pages.
Another difference is the web object ‘‘external links” which is
placed at the bottom left for online shops and company web pagesFig. 6. Consolidated model for online shop web pages.
Fig. 7. Consolidated model for news portals.but at the right upper part for news portals. The web objects
‘‘about us”, ‘‘contact”, ‘‘FAQ”, ‘‘newsletter”, and ‘‘archive” are lo-
cated similarly for online shop and company web pages at the
upper left side. For news portals, they also are on the left side
but appear in a different order.
4.2. Subsample results
4.2.1. Gender
Self-ratings of computer and Internet knowledge and frequency
revealed signiﬁcant differences between the sexes. Male participants
rated their abilities concerning online shopping (U(333,179) =
24203.5, p < .001), using computers (U(334,179) = 18302, p < .001),
the Internet (U(334,179) = 20627.5, p < .001), and their web f exper-
tise (U(334,178) = 16646, p < .001) signiﬁcantly higher than their fe-
male counterparts. Men also indicated a signiﬁcantly higher
frequency of Internet and computer usage (Internet private:
U(327,174) = 25485.5, p = .009; Internet business: U(318,173) =
24234, p = .021; computer private: U(317,166) = 23446.5, p = .005;
computer business: U(311,165) = 22147.5, p = .007), reading online
news (U(334,179) = 22058, p = .001), online shopping (U(334,
179) = 25737, p = .019), visiting company web pages (U(334,179)
= 21124, p = .001). The means and standard deviations are presented
in Table 2.
The expectation of web object locationwas very similar between
men andwomen. Each of the 49 correlations turned out to be signif-
icant (p < .01) and showed large effect sizes (lowest: rs(96) = 0.630;
highest: rs(96) = 0.994;Mr ¼ 0:833; SDr(96) = 0.083), indicating no
differences between gender concerning mental models of web ob-
ject locations.
4.2.2. Web design expertise
Web design experts rated themselves signiﬁcantly higher in all
scores of abilities (using computers: U(169,28) = 174, p < .001;
using the Internet: U(169,28) = 223.5; p < .001; online shopping:
U(168,28) = 415, p < .001). Web design experts used the Internet
and computer more often for business reasons than laypeople
(Internet business: U(162,27) = 1612, p = .022; computer business:
U(159,24) = 1387, p = .018). Experts also reported higher frequen-
cies of online shopping (U(168,27) = 1375.5, p = .001) and visiting
company pages (U(165,27) = 1033.5, p < .001). However, the
groups did not differ either with regard to concerning private com-
puter and Internet use or the frequency of reading online news.
Means and standard deviations are shown in Table 2.
Expectations of web object location were also very similar be-
tween web design experts and laypeople. All but three correlations
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Mr = 0.519 (SDr(96) = 0.205). The effect sizes ranged from
rs(96) = 0.123 to rs(96) = 0.979. The web objects ‘‘external links”
(rs(96) = 0.123, p = .234), and ‘‘newsletter” link (rs(96) = 0.169,
p = .099) of the company web page and the ‘‘contact” link
(rs(96) = 0.144, p = .163) of the online shop did not correspond sig-
niﬁcantly between groups. In Fig. 9, placements of these objects are
presented for web design experts and laypeople. The web design
laypeople expected the ‘‘external links” and ‘‘newsletter” link to
be on the left-hand side of the page whereas experts expected
them more on the right-hand side. The ‘‘contact” link on online
shops was expected by the experts mostly around the right top
corner; the laypeople on the other hand expected to ﬁnd it on
the left and bottom of the page. Of the remaining correlations, 23
had large, 21 medium, and 2 small effect sizes. To illustrate how
correlation coefﬁcients are related to the actual placements of
the objects, three examples, one of small, one of medium, and
one of large effect size for experts and laypeople are displayed in
Fig. 10.5. Discussion
This study explored whether Internet users have distinct mental
models for different web page types (online shops, news portals,
and company web pages). Participants were analyzed regarding
gender and web design expertise to compare their expectationsFig. 9. Placements of web objects that did not correspond signiﬁcantly between
web design experts and laypeople.of web object locations. Even though self-ratings of computer
and Internet abilities and frequencies of use differ signiﬁcantly be-
tween genders their mental models revealed to be very congruent.
This can be explained by the difference in self-assessment between
women and men observed for example by Hargittai and Shafer
(2006). Despite comparable online skills female users rated their
skills lower than males. Probably, male and female participants
of the present sample had the same online experience and exper-
tise but exposed different self-assessed skills which explains the
congruent mental models across all web objects.
The comparison between web design experts and laypeople
showed a similar picture. Computer and web abilities are signiﬁ-
cantly higher in experts than laypeople. Except for three web ob-
jects (‘‘external links” and ‘‘newsletter” of the company web page
and the ‘‘contact” link of the online shop) their mental models
correspond.
Results across all participants show that users generally agree
about the locations of many, but not all, web objects. Most of them
are expected to be at similar locations across the three different
web page types. However, the location of ‘‘search ﬁeld” differs be-
tween the web page types. The fact that the ‘‘about us” link was
only distinctly placed on company web page indicates its impor-
tance on these respective web pages.
The patterns of the locations of the web objects differ to those
found by Bernard (2001). The navigation area (called ‘‘internal
website links” in Bernard’s study) is the only web object that
was placed similarly. Differences were found with ‘‘advertise-
ment”, ‘‘search ﬁeld”, and a little less markedly with the ‘‘back to
homepage” link. A possible explanation for these differences could
be that the design of both studies was very different. First – unlike
the present work – in Bernard’s study, participants were asked to
place web objects on a typical web page without further speciﬁca-
tion. This could have led to a mixing-up of different website types,
depending on the preference of the participants. However, in the
present study the aforementioned web objects were placed at very
similar locations across the different website types. This suggests
that the difference of expected locations between Bernard’s and
this study are due to other reasons. Second, the present study
was conducted online, where there is less control over the study
procedure. Under these circumstances, one could assume that par-
ticipants were not as motivated and did not take as much care in
placing the web objects. Yet, taking into account Shaik and Lenz’s
(2006) similar ﬁndings concerning respective web objects, these
differences could indeed be due to changes of the Internet appear-
ance across time. Mental models for the examined web page types
seem to be quite stable, as they were found regardless of the design
differences, and the different populations of participants.
This pattern of expectations about web pages can now for
example be applied to develop an index of typicality. In further
studies, the relation between typicality index and usability mea-
sures of web pages should be examined. If web objects placed at
typical locations are found faster and remembered better, percep-
tion of, satisfaction with and appeal of respective web pages may
be improved.
There are several limitations of this study that have to be ad-
dressed. It is debatable if self-ratings of web design expertise are
reliable enough as, e.g., Hargittai and Shafer (2006) have shown
that men and women differ concerning their self-evaluation of
Internet skills. A laboratory study examining professional web
designers and/or at least more objective measures such as number
of years of experience would help to clarify this point. Another
important factor that was not controlled for was whether users
understood the task as it was intended. It was not checked if peo-
ple really designed the different web pages as they expect them to
be or rather as they would like them to look. This also might have
been possible to control better by letting participants explain at
Fig. 10. Examples of web object placement representing one small, one medium, and one large effect size between experts and laypeople.
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ple was fairly large further studies are necessary including a broad-
er population. The majority of the present sample was German
speaking and between 15 and 30 years of age. Also, most partici-
pants were quite experienced web users. To examine how fast
mental models evolve and how they develop a sample of very inex-
perienced web users should be included.6. Conclusion and future work
People browsing the Internet seem to build up certain expecta-
tions for the location of common web objects on web pages.
Regardless of the study environment, laboratory setting or online
survey, a range of common web objects seems to be expected at
certain locations. The outcome suggests also that Internet users
build speciﬁc mental models of different web page types regarding
certain web objects. Despite the freedom participants enjoyed with
placing and resizing the web objects, a broad consensus of web ob-
ject patterns was observed, suggesting that users have generated
mental models through time that are quite stable. The expectations
are quite congruent across gender and varying web design exper-
tise. Using this knowledge appropriately could improve the per-
ception and usability of websites. A couple of studies have
already shown that applying mental models increase speed and
orientation on web pages (Oulasvirta et al., 2005; Santa-Maria
and Dyson, 2008). However, we do not suggest using the mentalmodels, or users’ expectations of web pages reported here as strict
guidelines for web page design. Further studies should explore
when web page design congruent to users’ expectations is beneﬁ-
cial and when it should or may be broken. We do not know yet
whether people prefer web pages that are consistent with their
expectations or whether they prefer to be surprised by unexpected
designs. Also, it may make sense to place some speciﬁc web objects
at expected locations and others at unexpected. Future studies
should measure under what circumstances users have fewer prob-
lems solving speciﬁc tasks, and are more satisﬁed with the
interface.
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